
TRANSFORM YOUR SECURITY TEAM 
WITH AUTOMATION
Overwhelmed security teams. Volumes of alerts from multiple security solutions. The combination can mean delayed 
or even failed responses to security incidents. Change the equation with automation that frees your team from 
repetitive, routine tasks and speeds threat detection and response.

CONQUER ALERT FATIGUE WITH 
HIGH-FIDELITY, RISK-BASED ALERTING
Manual review and response take time and resources better spent on 
mission-critical tasks. Separate the signal from the noise. The automation 
capabilities of a modern SIEM solution unburden time-strapped staff 
and accelerate productivity.

Sirius partners with Splunk to help you automate routine security tasks 
that consume resources and blur the focus that should be on higher-level 
efforts. Splunk supports hundreds of tools and thousands of unique APIs 
so you can connect, coordinate and automate workflows across your team 
and tools. You can easily create no-code playbooks to automate and 
execute workflows across your infrastructure in seconds. And Splunk’s 
integrated collaboration tools smooth team communications while the 
event and case management capabilities help rapidly triage incidents.

BENEFITS
• Force multiply security resources 

with automation and orchestration 
to focus limited resources on 
mission-critical items

• Reduce alert fatigue by separating 
the signal from the noise to focus 
on the most critical events with 
risk-based alerting (RBA)

• Complete routine security tasks 
automatically, and reduce dwell 
time with automated investigations

• Strengthen defenses by easily 
integrating and automating signals 
from other security sources for 
deeper threat insight

• Decrease time to threat detection 
and reduce response to seconds 
with shorter alert queues
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Sirius streamlines and optimizes Splunk in your environment. We are 
an Elite-level partner in Splunk’s Partner+ ecosystem, and our national 
team of experts holds over 150 specialized Splunk certifications. Our 
competencies include strategy, architecture and implementation.

Eight-time Leader - Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for Security 

Information and Event 
Management

With millions of cybersecurity jobs going unfilled across the globe, Sirius also understands that the right skills and 
expertise can be hard to find and retain. Sirius offers services to help our clients continue to advance their security 
posture regardless of team resources. From Managed Security Services for SIEM to Security Expertise as a Service, 
we can help you optimize, manage and leverage the capabilities of Splunk. 


